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This paper addresses the problem of learning ontrol skills
from observation. In parti ular, we show how to infer a hierar hi al, rea tive program that reprodu es and explains the observed a tions of other
agents, spe i ally the elements that are shared a ross multiple individuals. We infer these programs using a three-stage pro ess that learns at
unordered rules, ombines these rules into a lassi ation hierar hy, and
nally translates this stru ture into a hierar hi al rea tive program. The
resulting program is on ise and easy to understand, making it possible to view program indu tion as a pra ti al te hnique for knowledge
a quisition.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Physi al agents like humans not only exe ute omplex skills but also improve
their ability over time. The past de ade has seen onsiderable progress on omputational methods for learning su h skills and ontrol poli ies from experien e.
Mu h of this resear h has fo used on learning through trial and error exploration, but some has addressed learning by observing behavior of another agent
on the task. In parti ular, resear h on behavioral loning (e.g., Sammut, 1996)
has shown the ability to learn rea tive skills through observation on hallenging
ontrol problems like ying a plane and driving an automobile.
Although su h methods an produ e poli ies that predi t a urately the desirable ontrol a tions, they ignore the fa t that omplex human skills are often
have a hierar hi al organization. This stru ture make the skills both more understandable and more transferable to other tasks. In this paper, we present a new
approa h to learning rea tive skills from observation that addresses the issue of
inferring their hierar hi al stru ture. We start by spe ifying the learning task,
in luding the training data and target representation, then present a method for
learning hierar hi al skills. After this, we report an experimental evaluation of
our method that examines the a ura y of the learned program and its similarity against the program that generated the training ases. In losing, we dis uss
related work and dire tions for future resear h on this topi .
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The Task of Learning Hierar hi al Skills

We an state the basi problem of learning ontrol poli ies in terms of inputs
and outputs:
{
{

Given: a tra e of agent behavior ontaining feature-a tion pairs
Find: a program that generates the same a tions when presented with the
same features.

Resear h on behavioral loning (e.g., Anderson et al., 2000; Sammut, 1996) has
already addressed this task, having developed methods that learn rea tive skills
from observation that are both a urate and omprehensible. However, omplex
skills an often be de omposed naturally into subproblems, and here we fo us on
apturing this hierar hi al stru ture in an e ort to produ e even more on ise
and understandable poli ies.
As an additional onstraint, we adopt the hypothesis that di eren es in individual behavior (for ommon tasks) are due to the a tion of distin t preferen es
over the same set of skills. In other words, we all know how to drive, but our
preferen es distinguish safe from re kless drivers. This assumption simpli es the
task of program a quisition be ause it implies that we should learn a nondeterministi mapping from the observed situation to a feasible set of a tions, instead
of aiming for a deterministi hara terization of a single agent's behavior. The
resulting program will represent fewer distin tions, and thus will be easier to
understand.
2.1

Nature of the Training Data

We assume that the learner observes tra es of another agent's behavior as it
exe utes skills on some ontrol task. As in earlier work on learning skills from
observation, these tra es onsist of a sequen e of environmental situations and
the a tion(s) the agent arried out in ea h ase. Be ause we are on erned with
learning rea tive skills, we ignore the order in whi h situations o ur and transform them into an unordered set of training ases, one for ea h situation.
Traditional work in behavioral loning turns an observational tra e into training ases for supervised learning, treating ea h possible a tion as a lass value.
Be ause we are on erned with learning exible skills, we instead nd sets of
a tions that o ur in the same environmental situation, then generate training
ases that treat ea h observed a tion set as a lass value. This lets us employ
standard methods for supervised indu tion to partition situations into rea tive
but nondeterministi ontrol poli ies.
2.2

Nature of the Learned Skills

We assume that learned skills are stated in I arus (Shapiro, 2001), a hierar hial rea tive language for spe ifying the behavior of physi al that en odes ontingent mappings from situations to a tions. Like other languages of this kind
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(Brooks, 1986; Firby, 1989; George et al., 1985), I arus interprets programs
in a repetitive sense-think-a t loop that lets an agent retrieve a relevant a tion
even if the world hanges from one y le of the interpreter to the next. I arus
shares the logi al orientation of teleorea tive trees (Nilsson, 1994) and universal plans (S hoppers, 1987), but adds vo abulary for expressing hierar hi al intent, as well as tools for problem de omposition found in more general-purpose
languages. For example, I arus supports fun tion all, Prolog-like parameter
passing, pattern mat hing on fa ts, and re ursion.
An I arus plan ontains up to three elements: an obje tive, a set of requirements (or pre onditions), and a set of alternate means for a omplishing the
obje tive. Ea h of these an be instantiated by further I arus plans, reating
a logi al hierar hy that terminates with alls to primitive a tions or sensors.
I arus evaluates these elds in a situation-dependent order, beginning with the
obje tive eld. If the obje tive is already true in the world, evaluation su eeds
and nothing further needs to be done. If the obje tive is false, the interpreter
examines the requirements eld to determine if the pre onditions for a tion have
been met. If so, evaluation progresses to the means eld, whi h ontains alternate methods (subplans or primitive a tions) for a omplishing the obje tive.
The means eld is the lo us of all value-based hoi e in I arus. The system
learns to sele t the alternative that promises the largest expe ted reward.
2.3

A Sample Plan for Driving

Table 1 presents an I arus plan for freeway driving. The top-level routine,
Drive, ontains an ordered set of obje tives implemented as further subplans.
I arus repetitively evaluates this program, starting with its rst lause every
exe ution y le. As the interpreter en ounters sensor tests it sele tively des ends
the alling tree, ultimately lo ating one or more relevant a tions. As the alling
sta k unwinds, I arus returns the best a tion found in ea h subplan. The a tion
returned from the top-level plan is passed to an external exe ution system, whi h
applies it in the world. Thus, the purpose of an I arus program is to nd a tion.
For example, the rst lause in Drive shown in Table 1 de nes a rea tion
to an impending ollision. If this ontext applies, I arus returns the Slam-onbrakes a tion for appli ation in the world. However, if Emergen y-brake is not
required, evaluation pro eeds to the se ond lause, whi h en odes a rea tion to
trouble ahead, de ned as a ar traveling slower than the agent in the agent's own
lane. This subplan ontains multiple options. It lets the agent move one lane to
the left, move right, slow down, or ruise at its urrent speed. I arus makes a
sele tion based on the long-term expe ted reward of ea h alternative.
At ea h su essive iteration, I arus an return an a tion from an entirely
di erent portion of Drive. For example, the agent might slam on the brakes on
y le 1, and speed up in servi e of Get-to-target-speed (a goal-driven plan) on
y le 2. However, if Emergen y-brake and Avoid-trouble-ahead do not apply, and
the agent is already at its target speed, I arus might return the Change-right
a tion in servi e of Avoid-trouble-behind on y le 3.
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Table 1.

The I

arus

Drive()
:obje tive
[*not*(Emergen y-brake())
*not*(Avoid-trouble-ahead())
Get-to-target-speed()
*not*(Avoid-trouble-behind())
Cruise()℄
Emergen y-brake()
:requires [Time-to-impa t() <= 2℄
:means
[Slam-on-brakes()℄
Avoid-trouble-ahead ()
:requires
[? = Car-ahead- enter()
Velo ity() > Velo ity(? )℄
:means
[Safe- ruise()
Safe-slow-down()
Safe- hange-left()
Safe- hange-right()℄
Get-to-target-speed()
:obje tive
[Near(Velo ity(), Target-speed())℄
:means
[Adjust-speed-if-lane- lear()
Adjust-speed-if- ar-in-front()℄
Avoid-trouble-behind()
:requires ;;faster ar behind
[? = Car-behind- enter()
Velo ity(? ) > Velo ity()℄
:means
[Safe- ruise()
Safe- hange-right()℄
Safe- ruise()
:requires [Time-to-impa t() > 2℄
:means [Cruise()℄



program for freeway driving.

Safe-slow-down()
:requires [Time-to-impa t(-2) > 2℄
:means [Slow-down()℄
Safe-speed-up()
:requires [Time-to-impa t(2) > 2℄
:means [Speed-up()℄
Safe- hange-left()
:requires [Clear-left()℄
:means [Change-left()℄
Safe- hange-right()
:requires [Clear-right()℄
:means [Change-right()℄
Adjust-speed-if-lane- lear()
:requires [*not*(Car-ahead- enter())℄
:means
[Slow-down-if-too-fast()
Speed-up-if-too-slow()℄
Adjust-speed-if- ar-in-front()
:requires
[Car-ahead- enter()
*not*(Slow-down-if-too-fast())℄
:means
[Speed-up-if-too-slow()
Safe- ruise()
Safe-slow-down()℄
Slow-down-if-too-fast()
:requires [Velo ity() > Target-speed()℄
:means [Safe-slow-down()℄
Speed-up-if-too-slow()
:requires
[Velo ity() <= Target-speed()℄
:means [Safe-speed-up()℄
Slam-on-brakes()
:a tion [mat h-speed-ahead()℄





The remainder of the program follows a similar logi as the interpreter onsiders ea h lause of Drive in turn. If a lause returns True, the system advan es
to the next term. If it returns False, Drive would exit with False as its value.
However, I arus supports a third option: a lause an return an a tion, whi h
be omes the return value of the en losing plan. For example, Avoid-troublebehind might return Change-right, whi h would be ome the return value of
Drive (the nal lause, Cruise, would not be evaluated that y le).

3

A Method for Learning Hierar hi al Skills

Now that we have de ned our task, we an des ribe our method for learning
hierar hi al skills from behavior tra es. The approa h involves three distin t
stages. The rst indu es unordered at rules using a standard supervised learning te hnique that indu es If-Then rules, ea h of whi h predi ts an a tion sets
for a lass of situations. To this end, we employ CN2 (Clark & Boswell, 1991)
to generate a set of unordered produ tion rules that determine the target lass
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from attribute values. The se ond stage reates a lassi ation hierar hy by ombining tests that appear in multiple rules. When viewed as an a tion generator,
this stru ture resembles a hierar hi al program. The nal stage transforms the
lassi ation tree into an I arus program, taking advantage of I arus' unique,
three-valued logi . In this se tion, we dis uss the se ond and third stages.
3.1

Constru ting Hierar hies

The se ond stage of our approa h to program indu tion generates a lassi ation
hierar hy. Our method operates by promoting onditions that appear in multiple
rules. Consider the two rules:
{
{

If x and y Then A
If y and z Then A

1
2

tion
tion

Sin e the ondition y appears in the both rules, we an promote it by reating
a more abstra t rule that tests the ommon pre ondition, using a te hnique
borrowed from work on grammar indu tion (e.g., Langley & Stromsten, 2000).
We illustrate this transformation in Figure 1. Here, the labels on ar s denote
onditional tests, and the leaf nodes denote a tions. The bla k ir les indi ate
hoi e points, where one (or more) of the subsequent tests apply. These stru tures
are interpreted from the top downwards. For example, the right side of Figure 1
lassi es the urrent situation rst by testing y, and then, if y holds, by testing
x and z (in parallel) to determine whi h a tion or a tions apply. This results in
a more eÆ ient lassi ation pro ess; y is only tested on e and, if it does not
hold, there is no reason to test x or z . This stru ture is similar to the de ision
trees output by C4.5, but more general in that it allows non-ex lusive hoi e.
In addition to promoting onditions, we an promote a tions within a lassiation hierar hy. Figure 2 provides a simple example, where the A tion2 o urs
at all leaf nodes within a given subtree. If the system is guaranteed to rea h at
least one of the leaf nodes we an asso iate A tion2 with the root node of the
subtree. We represent su h nodes with a hollow ir le. This simpli ation applies
even if the leaf nodes are at an arbitrary depth beneath the root of the subtree.
3

3

Here we mean that the tests in the subtree form a olle tively exhaustive set.
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Condition promotion transforms the at rules learned by CN2 into a lassi ation hierar hy. However, sin e there are many possible ways to ombine rules
by promoting onditions, we have an opportunity to shape the nal lassi ation
hierar hy by de ning rule-sele tion heuristi s. (Note that this degree of ontrol
would not be available if we had used de ision trees instead instead of rules.)
The key idea is to merge rules with similar a tions. In parti ular, we identify
three heuristi s that seem to produ e well-stru tured trees and understandable
programs (after the nal transformation of our learning pro ess):
1. Sele t rules with same a tion or same set of a tions.
2. Sele t rules with subset relations among the a tions.
3. Sele t rules with the same onditions.
Our algorithm onsiders these heuristi s in priority order. If two rules sele t
the same a tion lass, they are the highest priority andidates for ondition
promotion. The operation will only be su essful, of ourse, if the rules share
onditions. If more than two rules sele t the same a tion lass, the ones that share
the largest number of onditions will be ombined. The se ond heuristi applies
if no two rules sele t the same a tion lass. In this ase, the algorithm looks for
rules whose a tion sets bear a subset relation to one another, su h as \Speed-up"
and \Speed-up, Change-right". If a single rule enters into many su h pairings,
the system takes the ones with the smallest number of a tions on the theory
that these rules express the most ohesive intent. Ties are broken by a similarity
metri that maximizes the number of shared and thus promotable onditions.
Finally, if no a tion sets bear subset relations, the system pi ks rules that share
the largest number of onditions. The ombination of any two rules yields a
subtree with shared onditions on its top-level ar , and these onditions an enter
into further promotion operations. The remaining onditions annot be merged
with any other rules. This pro ess of rule sele tion and ombination ontinues
to exhaustion, merging top-level onditions to build multi-layered subtrees.
Some simple examples may help to larify this algorithm. Consider the following three rules (whose abbreviations de ned in Table 2):
4

4

For the purpose of the rule-sele tion heuristi s, the a tion set of a subtree is the
union of the a tion sets in its leaf nodes, while the most similar subtrees share the
largest number top-level onditions.
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Table 2.

Notation used in example rules and hierar hies.

a tions
onditions
abbreviation
meaning
abbreviation
meaning
CRU
Cruise
CAC
Car Ahead Center
SLO
Slow Down
CBC
Car Behind Center
SPE
Speed Up
CLR
Clear Right
MAT
Mat h Speed Ahead
CLL
Clear Left
CHR
Change Right
TTIA
Time To Impa t Ahead
CHL
Change Left
TTIB
Time To Impa t Behind
VEL
Velo ity

T T IA < 52:18

IF

IF

T T IA < 52:18

IF

T T IA < 52:18

AND

T T IA > 1:82

AND

T T IA > 1:82

AND

T T IA > 1:82

AND

CLR = T rue

AND

CLR = T rue

AND

CLR = F alse

AND

CLL = F alse

AND

CLL = F alse

AND

THEN

A tion =

THEN

CHR, CHL, CRU, SLO

A tion =
CHR, CRU, SLO

THEN

CLL = F alse
A tion =
CRU, SLO

Although no two rules sele t identi al a tions sets, all three a tion sets bear
subset relations. In this ase, the algorithm will sele t the last two rules be ause
their a tion sets are the smallest, and promote three onditions to obtain a new
shared stru ture. Two of those onditions an be ombined with the rule for
CHR,CHL,CRU,SLO, yielding a three level subtree representing all three rules.
When the pro ess of ondition promotion terminates, we add a top-level node
to represent the hoi e among subtrees. Then, we simplify the stru ture using
the a tion promotion rule shown in Figure 2. When we apply this algorithm to
the entire set of observational data, we obtain the lassi ation tree in Figure 3.
3.2

Constru ting the

I arus

Program

We translate this lassi ation stru ture into an I arus program by the use
of a few simple rules. We performed this transformation by hand, although the
pro ess ould be automated. The key idea is to re ognize that Figure 3 represents
a mutually ex lusive and olle tively exhaustive lassi ation hierar hy, and thus
the bran hes an be ordered without loss of generality.
We number the bran hes in Figure 3 in in reasing order from left to right,
and note that onditions whi h let a bran h return ANY a tion must not hold
in a later bran h. When we take these bran hes in the order 4,5,3,1,2, we an
immediately eliminate T T I A > 1:82 from bran h 5, and T T I A > 52:18 from
bran hes 3 and 1. Now onsider bran h 3. Without the lause T T I A > 52:18,
we an dis ard the strongest requirement on VEL and eliminate one of the leaf
nodes. This yields a simpli ed rule:
CAC=T and 56.5>VEL => CRU SLO SPE

Now ompare the revised expression for bran h 3 with the rule in bran h 2:
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TTIA>52.18

52.18>TTIA>1.82

CAC=F
56.5>VEL

CAC=T
1.82>TTIA

SPE
67.5>VEL>56.5

CRU

VEL>67.5

SLO
CRU

MAT
45.5>VEL

SLO

CRU
SLO
SPE

TTIA>52.18
56.5>VEL

CRU
SLO
SPE

CLL=T

CHL

CLR=T

CHR

CLR=T
52.18>TTIB

CHR

Fig. 3.

The lassi ation tree obtained by our approa h.

CAC = N and 56.5>VEL => SPE

Here, the predi ate CAC is irrelevant to SPE, and we an merge both rules into
a single bran h representing the statements:
56.5>VEL => SPE
56.5>VEL and CAC=T => CRU SLO

We use this expression to simplify bran h 1, sin e VEL must be greater than
56.5 if exe ution rea hes that point. This leaves a single hoi e point on VEL in
bran h 1, whi h we an simplify by ordering the subtrees from right to left. This
results in the ordered rules:
VEL > 67.5 => SLO
CRU or (CLR = T and 52.18 > TTIB) => CHR

Taken together, these hanges produ e the I arus program in Table 3. At this
point, our method halts, having indu ed a hierar hi al ontrol poli y from observational tra es.

4

Experimental Evaluation

Although our approa h to learning hierar hi al skills seems quite plausible, we
wanted to evaluate its behavior experimentally. We hose the driving task for this
purpose, both be ause we already had onsiderable experien e with the domain
and be ause we had developed manually a hierar hi al driving poli y.



IX
Table 3.

The I

Drive ()
:requires [NOT(R1)
NOT(R2)
NOT(R3)
NOT(R4)℄
R1 ()
:requires [TTIA < 1.82℄
:means [MAT℄
R2 ()
:requires [TTIA < 52.18℄
:means [SLO CRU R21 R22℄
R21 ()
:requires [CLL = True℄
:means [CHL℄
R22 ()
:requires [CLR = True℄
:means [CHR℄


4.1

arus

program indu ed by our method.
R3 ()
:requires [VEL < 56.5℄
:means [SPE R31℄



R31 ()
:requires [CAC = True℄
:means [SLO CRU℄
R4 ()
:requires [NOT(R41)℄
:means [CRU R42℄
R41 ()
:requires [VEL > 67.5℄
:means [SLO℄
R42 ()
:requires [CLR = True
TTIB < 52.18℄
:means [CHR℄



Data Generation

We utilized the I arus program in Table 1 to generate observational tra es for
use in training and testing. We instrumented the program and re orded situationa tion pairs, using all situation features, not just those tested en route to a tion.
Sin e our goal was to re over the stru ture of a shared driving skill, we wanted
tra es from multiple drivers whose preferen es would olle tively span all options
en oded in the Drive plan. Instead of reating these agents, we took the simpler
approa h of dire tly exer ising every ontrol path in the I arus program. This
produ ed a list of situation-a tion tuples that in luded every possible a tion
response.
Spe i ally, we enumerated ve values of in-lane separation (both to the ar
ahead and behind), ve values of velo ity for ea h of the three in-lane ars, and
the status of the adja ent lane (whether it was lear or not lear). We hose the
parti ular distan e and velo ity numbers to produ e True and False values for the
relevant predi ates in the driving program (e.g., time to impa t ahead, velo ity
relative to target speed). This pro edure also reated multiple o urren es of
many situation-a tion tuples (i.e., the mapping from distan e and velo ity onto
time to impa t was many-one).
The resulting data had nine attributes. Four of these were Boolean, representing the presen e or absen e of a ar in front/ba k, and whether the lanes to
the right or left of the agent are lear. The rest were numeri al attributes. Two
of these represented time to impa t with the ar ahead or behind, two en oded
relative velo ity ahead or behind, and the last measured the agent's own velo ity.
Our formulation of the driving task assumes six primitive a tions. We prepro essed the data to identify sets of these a tions that o urred under the same
situation. We obtained ten su h sets, ea h ontaining one to four primitive a -
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tions. These lasses de ne a mutually ex lusive and olle tively exhaustive set
of responses for our indu ed program. The resulting data set in luded 4600 su h
situation and a tion-set tuples.
4.2

Experimental Results

We evaluated our learning method in several ways. First, we measured the a ura y of the learned program by employing a standard ross-validation te hnique
to determine how mu h of the original behavior we were able to re over. In addition, we examined the on iseness of the hierar hi al I arus program indu ed
by our method relative the at rules produ ed by CN2. Finally, we evaluated
the stru ture of the learned I arus program in a more subje tive sense, by
omparing it against the original I arus program that generated the data.
We measured the a ura y of the learned program by ondu ting a 10-fold
ross validation. The results showed that for ea h training set, our method indu ed a program that had 100% a ura y on the orresponding test set. Moreover, even though the rules indu ed by CN2 were slightly di erent a ross the
training runs, the resulting lassi ation hierar hies were identi al to the tree in
Figure 3. So, our heuristi s for rule ombination regularized the stru ture.
We also ompared the number of onditions that must be evaluated to sele t
a tion in the at rules and the I arus program. This provides a measure of
the omputational eÆ ien y of the two representations. The at rules required
an average of 7361 evaluations to pro ess the training data, while the learned
I arus program employed 2216. Thus, the hierar hi al representation requires
only 30% of the e ort.
When we ompare the learned I arus program in Table 3 with the original
program in Table 1 several interesting features emerge. First, the learned program is simpler. It employs 10 I arus fun tions, whereas the original program
required 14. This was quite surprising, espe ially sin e the original ode was
written by an expert I arus programmer. Next, the learned program aptures
a good deal of the natural stru ture of the driving task. This is eviden ed by the
fa t that the top level routines all roughly the same number of fun tions, and
half of those implement identi al rea tions. To be spe i , R1 in Table 3 orrespond to Emergen y-brake in Table 1, while R2 represents Avoid-trouble-ahead
using a simpler gating ondition. Similarly, R4 aptures all of the behavior of
Avoid-trouble-behind, although it adds the Slow-down operation found in Getto-target-speed. R3 represents the remainder of Get-to-target-speed, absent the
Slow-down a tion. The system repa kaged these responses in a slightly more efient way. The only feature truly missing from the learned program is the idea
that maintaining target speed is an obje tive of the original plan. This re e ts
a limitation of our urrent indu tion te hnique.

5

Related Work on Control Learning

We have already mentioned in passing some related work on learning ontrol
poli ies, but the previous resear h on this topi deserves more detailed dis us-
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sion. The largest body of work fo uses on learning from delayed external rewards.
Some methods (e.g., Moriarty et al., 1999) arry out dire t sear h through the
spa e of poli ies, whereas others (e.g., Kaelbling et al., 1996) estimate value
fun tions for state-a tion pairs. Resear h in both paradigms emphasizes exploration and learning from trial and error, whereas our approa h addresses learning
from observed behaviors of another agent. However, the nondeterministi poliies a quired in this fashion an be used to onstrain and speed learning from
delayed reward, as we have shown elsewhere (Shapiro et al., 2001).
Another framework learns ontrol poli ies from observed behaviors, but draws
heavily on domain knowledge to interpret these tra es. This paradigm in ludes
some, but not all, approa hes to explanation-based learning (e.g., Segre, 1987),
learning apprenti es (e.g., Mit hell et al., 1985), and programming by demonstration (e.g., Cypher, 1993). The method we have reported for learning from
observation relies on less ba kground knowledge than these te hniques, and also
a quires rea tive poli ies, whi h are not typi ally addressed by these paradigms.
Our approa h is most losely related to a third framework, known as behavioral loning, that also observes another agent's behavior, transforms tra es into
supervised training ases, and indu es rea tive poli ies. This approa h typi ally
asts learned knowledge as de ision trees or logi al rules (e.g., Sammut, 1996;
Urban i & Bratko, 1994), but other en odings are possible (Anderson et al.,
2000; Pomerleau, 1991). In fa t, our method's rst stage takes exa tly this approa h, but the se ond stage borrows ideas from work on grammar indu tion
(e.g., Langley & Stromsten, 2000) to develop simpler and more stru tured representations of its learned skills.

6

Con luding Remarks

This paper has shown that it is possible to learn from a tra e of an agent's
behavior an a urate and well-stru tured program that is easy for a person to
understand. Our approa h extends behavioral loning te hniques, and our results
illustrate that su h methods an produ e simpler ontrol programs hierar hi al
stru ture with no loss in predi tive a ura y. Moreover, its emphasis on learning
the shared omponents holds promise for in reased generality of the resulting
programs.
Our te hnique employed several heuristi s for learning hierar hi al stru tures
that provided a substantial sour e of indu tive power. In parti ular, the attempt
to ombine rules for similar a tion sets tended to group rules by purpose, while
the operation of promoting onditions tended to isolate spe ial ases. Both te hniques led to simpler ontrol programs and, presumably, more understandable
en odings of rea tive poli ies.
We hope to develop these ideas further in future work. For example, we will
address the problem of inferring I arus obje tive lauses, whi h is equivalent
to learning teleologi al stru ture from observed behavior. We also plan to ondu t experiments in other problem domains, starting with tra es obtained from
simulations and/or human behavior. Finally, we intend to automate the pro ess
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of transforming lassi ation hierar hies into I arus programs. This will let us
sear h for riteria that generate the most understandable or aestheti skills.
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